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Stu4ent unrest of the-/ 60's overshadowed anillevent which

would, have more impact onic anging the character of higher educa-

tion than any of.the widel reported campus confiontations. The

rapid growth of ,the comm nity college during thiS decade,was to

signicantly, alter the icing traditional system of higher education

in America.- In 1958, the number of students_ enrolled in two-year

colleges was close to 375,000. In 1968, this figure had climbed

to over' 1,800,000. :[4;1] By 1973, nearly thirty per ,cent of the

students enrolled in institutions of higher education were in two

year colleges, or close-to 3 million. [24,10] It has been esti-
.

mated that by 1979 one in every 2.5 students enrolling for the

first time in higher education will be in a community college.

[10,44]

Avast majority of these students will be im transfer programs.

At present,',it is estimated that over two-thirds are in such

programs. [24,18] It 'should be noted th-at in some states the

figure is considerably less than1this national average. In

Virginia, for example, somewhere in the neighborhood of thirty

per cent' are enrolled in traditional transfer.programs. A remgrk

should be made about this, however. That is, the door has now

bee opened for those students in'certairi community college

t chnical programOn'Virginia to transfer to a state university

offering a baccalaur ate degree in technology.

With this changing scene in higher education comes monumen-

tal transfer problems. Many of-the hurdles encountered by

studerits wishing to transfer from a two-year college to a four-
,

year institution Cause considerable, frustration. Originally,

1.
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these students are lured to the community collegesby policies of

open access and accommodation; however; in many cases later

attempts at transfer to upper division colleges are met with c

:-

limited access. Transfer often means loss of credits, time, money,

and even enthusiasm. ,In order for students to fully benefit from
A

.-the educational opportunities extended by the combined. system of

two-year and four-year institutions articulation problems must

be minimized.

Interest in transfer problems extends beyond that of the

students to society iti general. Professor James Wattenbarger of

the University of Florida related to this matter when he, stated:

The-continued concern- evidenced in many places about the cost of
education will make ).t even more necessary to eliminate "articu-
lation problems.... Smooth transfer from one [institution] to
another will be essential in order to conserve the available
resources for productive. activities. The person who=provides
support will not be satisfied with failure rates and elimination'
procedures which have been common in the past, especially if such
procedures can be eliminated through soundly developed articula-
tion procedures. [33,168]

As much as the individuals may deny-it, many of the debilita-

ting issues in articulation are the result of the lack of under-

standing' by faculty and administrators of the mission of.either-

the -sending or receiving school. Barriers to transfer resulting
.

from sheer parochialism rather than honest efforts in developipig
7.

creditable procedures continue to hamper the students' stooth .

transition.

This lack of understanding is especially true on the part of

the four year College faculty and administration. According to
1

Dr. Leslie Malpass of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University:

1
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There is a ubiquitous lack of information, among the four-year college
faculty members, department heads, and college curriculum committees,
about the nature, scope, and quality of two-year college curricula.
This is compounded by a sometimes smug and patronizing attitude
toward two-year colleges in general. [32,5]

, <'

On the other hand, two-year college faculty in some instances do

not fully understand, or are not sympathetic to, the fact that

not all lour-year 'colleges al0 universities have the same mission

and that some institutions ihtfare especially restrictive or

elitist shouldremain so. [19,36][32,'S]

Many of the articulation problems, resulting from such biases

within academia can be eliminated by external, and in some instances

self-serving, motivations. Examples of such motivations are:

1. situations of dwindling enrollments in four-yesa
public and private institutions,

2. existence of mandates to public institutions to
moilify their transf6r policies, and

attractiveness. of two-year colleges dependext upon
their success,rate in transferring student to
senior institutidffs. [7,14]

What are the Issues of Articulation?

So far there ,has been no attempt/ to en,tify articulation

problems as they pertain to the transition from a two-year to a

senior lege other than to indicate that they "cover any hurdles
uti

encounived in the process. This paper will be concerned primarily

with only one specific difficulty arising out of such a transfer.

rBut for purposesof perspective an effort will be made to identify

the major issueseminaing fiom the procedure. As a matter of

fact, one of the biggest problems in this whole area is the-actual

recognition of sources of difficulty on any particular campus.

In short, a sound academic articulation procedure is one which
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faaislitates the stuaeht's.progress from his first year in a,

community college 'Orou.ph. his Zast year and baccalaureate degree

from a college or university in the shortest possible time and

,.
-ov mannermnner conducive.io proper academic standards.

/

Of course,adbis-siOn to a senior institution is the primary

step which s student rom a two-year school must make. All other

questions of articulation are moot if access to an upper division

propiem In a number of states the associate degree

granted by an accredited communitycollege is sufficient evidence,

.together,\in .some,ih.stances; withla particular required grade

point average,-:for admission tO.a(state college or university.

In his recene-book-Middleman in Higher Education,-Frederick Kintzer

has predicted a, rapid increase in the acceptance of the associate
1-

degree for admission by four-year colleges and univeTsitaes
\

.. .

,

.

t..11Toughout the.countTy to the point where it will be commonplaCe
.,, - ge

,by the end of the decade.' [13,161]

'..Gcne of the dost recent examples of this trend is in the state
.

2
of Virginia. Here

.

the Admission and,Articulation Committee of

the State Council of Higher Education on July 12, 1974,, approved

the following,report from one of its sub-committees:

The Xssociate,in Arts and Associate in Science degrees from Virginia
Community Colleges should be recognized by all'senior institutions
of higher education...and policies should be developed which reflect
a commitment to provide Community College graduates who have earned
either an Associate in rrts or Science degree the opportunity to

,Aikpursue a baccalaureate degree program for which the student is
".51.,T,qualified at one of Virginia's four-year college's and universities .

in which space is available. [28]

It should be,noted that this does not guarantee that a student in

-
Virginia with an

4 A:A. or A.S. degree will .be accepted at a state

university, but it establishes the groundwork for changing attitudes-
.



In discussing 'the admission of a two-year college student\

whohas c mpletedd a prescribed college transfer program, to a four-

year institution, it is generally assumed.thathe will do so with

.advanced standing. In fact, the Guidelines forImproving Articu-
.

lation Between Junior. and Senior College& published bythe nint

Committee of the Junior and Senior Colleges in 1966, made this

specific recommendation. [11,9] Admission,.however,te a 'senior

institution 'with junior_ class standine in no way guarantees that

the student will don the baccalaureate robe in'two years. All too
A

,often'tis realiza.tion comes 'as a severe blow to the transfer

student.

Junior class Standing and degree,requirementsare quite

different matters. Junior standing mdy mean vry little to the 4

student, or it may mean4that an agreeffient has lieien r ached 'between

the sending and reCeivig_institutions or between "the student and

the receiving institution that no additiOnAl 'general education.

courses are'required.

.Perhaps one of the major ,shortcomings identified in the

granting of junior standing is the course placement in the senior,
c

institutions. This relats to the shifting of 'some, lower division

-.courses to upper division courses, whicb were equivalentto the

community colleges' course. [5,2] The result is either the
/

repeating of a course-already taken or simply the delaying of that

which could already have been taken.

Thus, as indicated, the aftission process alone,-to a senior

institution,' even -with junior standing,'aoes not tell the whole

story about articulation. Some additional pressing issues in

articulation will be.briefly described here.
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The first task in facilitatting a smooth transition should

begin early ih a student's community 'college experience. 'Counsel-

"r ing the student about curricular demands and differences in the
, . .

four-year college to which he is transferring helps prepare, the

strident for h'is future transfer. Also, the community college should

assure that the student develops study habits and becomes accustomed.

, to academic procedures in a manner comparable to the native'
:'.

students in the lower-division program in the school he will lat&r.

be attending , (
k, (

In short, an all out'Attempt should be, made to prepare 'the

, student not only academically but psychologically and procedurally

for events to come in the Senior\j.nstitution. 'BeCause of the open

doer policy in most community colleges there is of,necessity much
1 /

I

'individual .attention given-Othe studen , Aicif
.,
he -must not

. -

given

.

x, .

'expect to get in asenior institution. A gradudl weaning and
,

\...
'... .

.

encouragement of independence must take place as he progresses

through his two years to better prepare him for the educational

tasks ahead. '

Following this sort of Treparatien for transfer is the point

at Which the- four -year school should take ()Vert After tYansfer.

Dr. Malpass', in address.ing this issue at an-articulation conference:

,held at VPI &'SU fast year, said:

The data:about:the academic performance of transfer students imply
that the four -year schools ought to give special attention to trans-.
fer students. .1n fact, I wonder whether at the department level,
i.e. where the interaction is, there is any effort made to give
other than routine,assistance to transfer students.. Other than
noting. the transcript, it is entirely possible that many, if not,,
mast, department advisor's pay scant attention to the"special needs

of this group. This deserves' discussion, I believe, at this confer=
ence but even more; aftgr we disband today, among the faculties of
the four-year colleges. [32]

8
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Again referring to the 1966 Guidelines ,oft the Joint Committee on

Junior and Senior Colleges, anumber of specific recommendations

made concerning the counseling of transfer students liy the

senior institutions, pointing out their special needs. [11,13-15]

These -two 'issues, preparing students-for .transfet and

assisting their adjustment after transfer, involve much more than
\..,

the, administrative problems Of evaluation'of-academic.credit,' lack.
)

.

of standardized grading systtms, credit by examination,
4 , 4

and agreement on what Constitutes general-education requirements.

'The two/areas of responsibility mentioned above for both the two-
- /

and four-year institutions bear heavily 9n ,their need to s6e that

the adjustment to a new academic atmosphere does not impede the

'student's progress. Where will'be no Attempt in this Paper to

discuss any procedures for` the two-year colleg --in preparift the
L,-

student for transfer or the four ye'ar college in ass_isting in his

adjustment :' It should noted, however, tjlat this is an issue
I 1

k

\inartIculation which gets very little attention either in the

literature or in,,actual practice(

Several specif4 articulation issues hayetnow been identified.

There ar'e still other pAbiems which xoquire resolution.

Colleges must consider.therather thorny question of-transfer of
,

vdctional-techniCal courses for credit in insntutionA Wth on-

vocational programs. Can some of these couTses be identi ied as
1/4

having enough,aqademid elementS to be'classified as fitting into a

non-vocational curiiculum? [7,11][ '32] Presently elective credit
*1/4

within an establishes maximum is 'being giv'en,for such- courses by

several colleges ancruniversitieS throughout the country. [12,37]

Of particular importa4ce to the whole question of open

9
e-

1/4
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access and equal opportunity for higher educatian is the issue of
,P

3

financial aid. SuCh asSistance may
4!

not follow the needy students.4 '

to the new °-i.lis\titution. In Many,foUt-year colleges and universities

8

)
financial aidiprocesses are Set up'primarily for incoming freshmen.

-f

Much of-the aid money.availahle may already be tommitt7-- ed to native

,-/ . ,
,

students. This is certainly another articulatiqp problem which
I

must be resolved.to assure.t1at theeducaotion Of students from f
> 1

the two-year colleges is not termidated pri-arK\to the baccalaureate

degree because of.fknances.- [M17][7,14-15][2,18]

Certainly one.may make a much
.

More exliaustive list of issues

,
-in articulation than has'been presented here. . The intent has not

been. to cover the spetrum but rather to opint out the fact that

f thistiler is much more to 'two-year/fourear college tranisitiiOn
n. s, i N I

than the mere 'admission of the community Icollege student into an

upper-division program; albeit; this in its'elf can ie.a major ,

,

4

problem.

.The.Articulation Problem Rela4ng to the cademic Major

There is ontother barrier''co 'satisfactory articulation which

has purposely been left to lasit... It is singled out b25amee it

mostthe one to which most professional time is devotedand the one
,

. 1 .

.

'
,

which continues to cause the most conflict between sending and

ea ,.4.-
.

receiving institutions, with the studene in the middle. This issue

pertains to the transfer of courses required for particular acaa6lic

. majors or-programs.,
.

If one were to take for fact tille'view of Dorothy- Kneell and
e

Challes-McIntyre expressed'tn 'their recent book,*Planning Colleps

for the aCommun V, hewould believe that most of the academic

10
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problems were being handled well in transfer programs. They

rather categorically stated thia: 4

Transfer programs, while one of the most successful programs, shOuld
altso be examined in 'light of students' actual needs. Considerable
community college staff time is devoted CaEh year to maintaining good
articulation with baccalaureate institUtidne to which the largest
numbers of their students transfer. Articulation agreements in,sure,
the acceptance of courses alid credits gained hk students completing
comMunitjcollege programs. Lower division programs in important
transfer majors are reviewed to- insure thatI community college

a4program are indeed parallel to the progr .offered.by the transfer
institutions. The results of the program eviews and articulation
agreements appear as recommendatiOns in community college catalogs.
Students Can then select both major and transfer institutions when
they enter a community college, and if'they follow the prescribed
program for the particular institution, they are assured,of full
credit and no time loss in making up requirements when they transfer.
[15,118-119]

s.

-The matter ofeprerequisites or lower- division requirements

for,a major has Perhaps Icausedmore frustration to the transfer

student than any-ether aspect of articulation. This iq3rimarily
, /

the result'of'the senior college insisting that the community
.

work
s

college student match closely his work with that of the loWer
..

O

division courses in the senior college. KoAl and McIntyre have

ignored the fact that-the current literature is replete with

articlesiand portions of books, devoted dt this very PVoblem with
/ =

Aried and sundry sUggestions fof its solution.

The agreements between sending and receiving institutions,

referred to by Knoell and McIntyrean,ge fruitful, but there are

many problems related to this. Wattenbarger has observed that

even where agreementS' are successfully worked but their stability ,

is often lacking. Changes in personnel of the agreeing schoolS
.t

.A.
.

. may invalidate' an agreement. Rrecedents may not be honoredc

[33,156-151) i

ii
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\AlsO t issue in,course transfer ther.equiv4ent that the

community college courses -in a transfer program be parallel to

those in the senior institution, a situation accepted as valid.
ti

by Knoell and McIntyre, as well as by a large number Of, persons 7

'associated with senior institutaons. Its validity, however, has

been ;challenged recently by, many writers. on the subject.

With,senior colleges'establishing.such varied requirements
,

for their majors, and the resultant"difficulty in realizing such

a match, many transfer studeps spend sometimes as much as five:
(

/

and six semesteks in the upper di Vision. Frequntly the transfer,.

student will spend much of his junior year taking lower-division

courses which he either.did not take in the community college or

did take but was denied transfer. credit. Both of thes'e situ ions

cause much student consternation.
% 0

Often the student has taken o. ,faith thy advice pf community

. college. counselors as to the appropriateness of his Course of

study for a particular major only to find that he must take acidi-

tional lower-divis-ion.work or must repeat parallel courses because
,

the content was considered inadequate or inappropriate loy4he
. A,

0 senior inA
o

institution. .The situation regarding credit forgeneral
i

education courses which parallel those of the senior institution

is improving rapidly. The real problem which exists today,. concerns

lower-division courses required for a partiojklar maloT. Further

compoupding the situation niis that, in soTe'Cases transfer students
.

may be required by certain departthents to take competency tests

covering parallel courseslwhich they have taken in the community

college. W. Todd Furniss, director of the Office of Academic

Affairs of the American-Council on Education appropriately
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questioned "whether the rigidity of some institutions in insist-
_

ing:on,duplicate,courses within an academic program before trans-

. fer tredit,is granted 'is reasonable." [7,11]

In most instances .senior colleges throughout the country-have

assumed the role of specifying_what couises,,and the cOntents

thereof,are appropriate for lower-division programs leading to-

an upper-division.major. MedskeT and Tillery, authors of Breaking

the Access. Barrier, expressed the-concern that "transfer

programs. of numerous junior colleges are too closely modeled after

0

those of
.

state universities to fit the needs of many students with
k4

"stpotentia for advanced studybUt with educational deficiencies from

high schoo ." [,21 5g]. They express the belief that now is*the

time for new accommodations between facultigs of two- andfour-year

in stitutions.

,It is reasonable to believe that, a - community college approach
. .,

td course.. su
.
bstanice may very likely better prepare its particular

... .

. , e
f

.students for an upper-level'major than one designed by the senior

%

.institution. Kintzer observed that "pressure to conform to
.

university course oiltlines hinders the community,college in design-

- ing work appropriate to tudent needs and in experimenting with

neW curricula and teaching.techniaiies. [13,2'6] AMI

Certainly there is a need fOr mutual respect between the

',faculties ofthe two levels of institutions and increased under-
.

standing of their respective missions. Both bodies are profes-
.

,sio6ls and should regard each other as such for.the ultimate

-bqralcht of the student. It' is evident., hOwever, that ihe community

college is, the newcomer on the'scene and as such must prove

to. itself.

_13
4
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Ktillzvi has commented on this by pOinting out that:the success

of'-txansfer students in the senior institutions is.the primary

mover in the general acceptance of community college'ransfer_

programs by such institutions. [13,13] He has off6red the advice

"

that even though the "work in the two institutions need not and

Should not be parallel or imitative,...equal rigor is certainly

advisable if the transfer student.is to have a fair opportunity

to compete_ in the upper division." [13,14] He further has

emphasized that "few community colleges however have faced,the

obligation of providing equal opportunity of success." [13,14]
,

r

A number of articulation issue have been identified in the

preceding paragraphs. A specific proposal for solution of the

,
transfer problem whidh relates to the academic maipr will be

offered in the last section of this paper. .But first, a brief

overview 9f current efforts at improving,articulation will be

given for purposes of setting the scene for such a.plan.

Effor-ts` at Articulation

Efforts at improving articulatiorf-mgy be classified as

national, state, or lodal in scope. The federal government to
.

date has not offered any appreciable assistance in this area.

Occasional grant money is provided. Perhaps the best known HEW

funded project walthat undertaken by Leland Medsker'and Dorothy

Knoell in 1964. out,'-b-f ".their research came the publication

Factors Affecting PetftYmance of-Transfer Students from Two- and

Four -Year Colleges: With Implications for Coordination and Arti-

culation.' [16]

A more recen:t effort was the Aithe House Conference, held

e. I
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in
Igafrenton, Virginia, -Detember.-2-4,- i9-73. The confe...'rdnCe members

--.. --..

considered the issue: '`flow-tgii the policies and practiCes:in''-
--:-- .

,_. .. .f.,e -,..'

postsecondary education be modified to accommodate better,the:needs
',...?., ,...-.,..

..,of studenti Who; i.n increasing numbers, transfer from one institu-
'-'>_

tion to anoth6r?" The conference was funded jointly by the Assioci-

ation Tran'Sfer qi-up, the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the.

Exxon Poun4atiOn, and the Federal Interagency Committee
,

on Educa-.
.. 1 ' ' ,., . ', 6

:-'. ,..'": -'--
tion, , ,, .- 1 , , ----- ..- , ,

.. _
. ,

-,..

Some natiollal profsional organizations in subject' matter
_

A .,-,. ---- .

areas have sponsored programs en articulation. For example, the

Aiommission
on Undergraduate Education in the Biological Sciences

CCUEBS) e-tablished the Panel on Biologyin the TwO-Year College.

The Panel recommended:

CUEBS should initiate and guide efforts to sponsor-One or more':
conferefices with the purpose of constructing appropriate models
for effective on-going articulation between two - .and -four -year

40]9iinstitutons. [, .-:, =

A moddl for articulation has resulted from two such
.

conferences.
J .

.

The Mathematical Association of America through its Combittee

on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics published in 1969

A Transfer Curriculum in Mathematics for Two-Year Colleges..
.

Financial support whs provided by the National Science Foundation.

To datelthOtadoption of this-curriculum,by.two-year colleges has
,

not been wideST.t.read. [20]
_.

2_-_-_-_:.-_ ',___ .

Another example- of_a7professional association effort at
,..

articulating two- and fourmyear_college academic programs-has been

in the area of.telecommunications.-.This, however, was a state-
.

wide effort in-California. 'In 1970 the Joint,Committee for

Articulating-Undxgraduate Telecommunications was established under

15 ' -; -
."'t t Pr
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............

4 , , ' '......, ----

the sponsorship of the Western Education Society for Telaommuni-

cations., The 'result haskbeei:

4,.loose-leaf notebook outlining -_the broadcast curriculum offerings .

and equipment and facilities of all 'two-year institutions in southern
California haS been prepared and sent to all ,b,roacasting departments.
It is hoped that this standardization of ce,ursei /along with -equipment,
lists will enable four-year colleges to eliminate 'Some of the unneces-
sary transfei- difficul:ties telecom students encounter. [?,308-3'09],./

.
. ,.

If one researched' the e.fforIS of pro'fessional organizations
.

. A \./..-
.

he would find that many df them -are reco'gnizing,that articulation
.

,

within a subject-matter area is a serious problem and Ona, _in wliich .

.
. . , ._, _-

they can be of, assistance,--if- as no more than an in_s_tiga-toro-f
P

.

. .

planning. These efforts have obviously been the result of inaction

on the part of state planners and the,institutions.themselves to
-1

do very much-in the area of aftitdiation within academic programs.

State planning efforts for articulatibn-may vary extensively
,

from formal state-wide plans and loga,lly_mandated prOCedures between
A ,

public two-year colleges and four -year institutions as in Florida,

Texas, and Illinois to no state machine'r'y even voluntary agree-

ment
--""---... . -

in a number of states. California e-stablished,an.rticulation

conferenr ce in the 1930:s,and task f9rces in nearly every subject

area have been established for some time with the result that arti=

culation of programs is being. fairly well handled even though

community colleges_have no general agreement with the State College

System. By the end of 1972 only twenty states had specific

Oulation plans, either formal,-mandated, or voluntary. [26,449]

[22,42][13, 47 and 107]
,

Two 1-ecerit books provide detailed data concerniftgthe variods

state plans for articulation. These are Stafe
114

Community College
4

gystems: Their Role and Operation in Seven States by William

6. I
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' Mo-rsch and Frederick*Kintzer's Middleman in Higher Education

which fnipart is a handbook of articulatiOn proCedures in the

fifty' states and ,the District of Columbia.

Articy.lation in Florida is quite sophisticated. Florida was

the firststate to develop and implement a state-wide agreentent

on genpral education requirement's. In 1.965-the State Board of

Education approved an articulation agreement guaranteeing junior

college transfers acceptance as juniors by the state universities.,
,-

In 1971 the state board approved a new plan which encompasses the
,2

1965 agreement And set forth a number- of -new policies intended 'to

facilitate transfer from the junior.to senior institutions. [13,36]

The Florida Articulation Coordinating Committee, on which

the university and community col,leges.are represented, resolves

problems and coordinates practices relating to specific disciplines.

[22,62] Although Florida would seem to have a well developed

articulation procedure, a number of problems exist. One such

problem is the defining of academic courses and the determination

{of which courses should be taught in community colleges and which

v.,
in.- the university. [13,40]

%t
-:--..

In 'both California and Michigan the voluntary agreements
. .

approach prevails. The voluntary type of articulation relies

extensii.rely.46n regular and subject-matter liaison committees, which

may be temporary or permanent to recommend policies and procedures

which the schools may agree to adopt. Procedures'then are by

agreement and not edict from a state board of higher education or'

some other state coordinating body. In Michigan, as Kintzer

has pointed out, there is a spirit of cooperation among the two-

year and four-year institutions. It is interesting that this is
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in spite of the fact .that authprity for, course transfer determina-

tion rests with the ,uceiving institution. [13:102] Kintzer,

however, alluded to some problems when he related that there is

"increasing evidence that the future will bring greater control by

state agencies," with certain limits imposed on the autonomy of

the State colleges and universities. [13,106]

In the foregoing paragraphs a rather cursory survey of arti-

culation attempts on a state-wide basis has been presented, In

some states where np particular plans exist there are often bila-

teral agreements being made between institutions. It should be

noted that even in a state such as California 144ere there has

been.a long hi4tory of community-colleges and Where articulation

has long been a state-wide concern, even though voluntary, there

are still independent groups as mentioned earlier attempting to

articulate within particular disciplines where situations have

been somewhat.less than desirable. This would indicate that

transfer problems, especially as they pertain to entry into an

academic program Are still with us. The Airlie House Conference

held in'1:973 substantiates this,
. .

Kintzer belieVes that the development of sound articulation

procedures should be through voluntary agreements, that "the most

effective articulation is invariably the result ofa,carefully

developed partnership in education." [13,162] He however agrees

with the statement made in Guidelines for Improving Articulation

Between the Junior kid. Senior Colleges that "certain outside,

pressures for compulsory coordination may...arise unless voluntary

;Agreements are reached and translate4.into appropriate action."

[11,6] Mandated articulation enforced,by a state agency is the
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least acceptable solution as far as Kintzeris concerned. [13,1241

To him articulation is both a process and an attitude and only

through mutual respect can successful articulation plans be 'deve-2

loped.

Attitudes, however, are slow to change; Robert BroOker of

Southern Illinois University hks addresied hitself to this matter.

To expect rapid progress in subject-matter articulation, he.

stated "would ignore the necessity to'break down the artificial

barriers established Eby the academiCians." [5,248] Also, as

pointed out earlier in the paper, voluntary agreements may exist

only during the tenure of those personnel participating in their

adoption.

A personal note perhaps is appropriate here. .Kintzer described

.20.
the Virginia plan for two-year/fOur-year college articulation as

one which has significant potential. Having been involved in

Virginia in an attempt to achieve acceptance of just_one particular

community college course in an academic program at a nearby receiv-

ing university, the author would like' to not that it required a

period of negotiations of over four months and then with the result.

that it was designed almost totally according to the university speci-

fications. Hopefully this agreement will be binding for some

time, but no real guarantee exists. Course by course articulation

is a slow, demanding process for both the sending and receiving

institutions at best. Some further comments on the Virginia plan

are contained in the appendix to this paper.

A Proposed Plan for Articulation Between Two- and Four-Year Colleges

The follAing suggested plan is designed to 'assist students

19
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in their transfer from a public two-year community college to a

state College or university. The, adoption of 'these recommendations

would avoid the necessity for course and program agreements between

sending and receiving institutions. The articulation procedures

would be Mandated 'rather-than voluntary. The recommendations are

constructed to assure Ahat students who have completed a prescribed

course in a community college Witti an associate degree would be

able to begin upper-division courses in their major in a four -year
7

state institution without taking additional lower-division courses.

Such assurance is made provided that the student does not change

his major from that designated by his associate degree. No such

guarantee can be expected if the major is chariged.

Recommendation I: It should not be assumed thap a
student with an associate degree from a public community
&college is guaranteed acceptance into a program at any
particular school in the state, but he must be guaranteed
such acceptance in a state senior coZZege.

This recommendation is basedon the belief that a student's higher

education shoUld not be terminated at the end of two years because

of inability to achieve admission to a state senior college.

Students enrolled in two-year colleges should be recognized as

being enrolled in the higher education.system of the state. This

recommendation also recognizes that the m..i.ssions of all state schools,

are not the same and that, space allocations are not the same at

all schools. An articulation committee should be. established.

under the state coordinating body for hililer education (all but

two states have such a body) which should, adjudicate any admission,

problems that arise from this recommendation.

20
.4
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Recommendation II: The state coordinatind body for
higher education should mandate that4aZZ state four-
year institutions publish a list. of equivalent lower- .

division courses (or acceptable substitute's) by program
and number, based on the course descriptions provided
by at least those community colleges from which most
of thein transfer students are received,

For-states with state-wide community college systems and standard-
,

ized course descriptions this task is simplified, of course. It

should, be noted that-the design of thie,upper-divisionprograms
.

would be the autonomous responsibility of the receiving institu-

ti on.

Recommendation III: Community colleges should design
programs based on information contained in the above
four-year institution publications. Supplementary to
this, particular attention should be given to achieving

( the closest articulation with colleges receiving the
majority of their students.'

The community colleges would have autonomy in designing their own

progxams which ,best fit the needs of-their studelits both as to

their characteristics and their future degree plans.. Course equi-

valences should only be guidelines.

Recommendation IV: State four-year institutions receiv-
ing transfer students with an associate degree should
require'no additional lower-division work provided the
student does not change his academic major from that
desigvted by his associate degree.

The coni0equences of these recommendations may be summarized

as follows. They require no strict policies as to adheren9e to

identical parallel courses on the lower-division level, thuS,

eliminating a great number of articulation questions. Many

writers in,this area have expressed concern over the rigidity of

.four-year colleges demanding nearly'exact parallel courses. The

recommendations recognize that faculty and administrators of

community colleges can best determine in the

'21
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program requirements what are the most appropriate means of prepa-
.

ration for their students *-The community collegeS are given more

freedoirt in course planning,, but this is accompanied by an implied

accountability for the future success-of their students'in the

our-yellr institution. The autonomy of the, senior institutions

is preserved by peRtcribing thdir requirements for the upper-

divisidn major. It is 'apparent that.this,plan places moAemphasis

on program. design, thus insiolsiing the faculties more than Counselors

and admissions.offiders in the transfer process.

The most impor tact consequence is thlt-the student,benefits

from these recommendations by not,)psing credit or time and hope-

fully receiving better preparation for his major in,a particuier '

,

state school. However, the plan does placd responsibility'on the

student to assess his chances f success at atly pa ticular school

d

based on information arisin

the plan.

. .

frop the processes devel d under.

::,: q P

i
k

,

As Kintzee has said, articulatio is both a process and an

attitude. This plan offers a piocess, and it is believed thatAt

would improve mutual respect between faculties of pao-4 and four-
, , .

.,,

nyear dolleges through,a new partership relation with specific
,

';

areas of autonomy.
_
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APPENDIX'

SOME COMMENTS ON STATE -LEVEL

ARTICULATION EFFORTrIN VIRGINIA

4

21

In Xirginia- the State Council of Higher Education is respon-'

sible for developing and maintainin g. a coordinated systeviof higher

education. [29] Through its ArticPlation AAvisoTy Committee it

,has deveropedguidelines for promoting articulation'between two-'

.

year colleges and four-year collegesand universities in Virginia.

The guidelines as ilpdated June 8, 1972, very clearly place the
0

four-year institutions in the position of being,able to call the

-Shots as far as the transfer student is concerned. There is no

mention of program area meetings between the two- and four -year

colleges as a vehicle for improved articulation'.. The only suggest-

ion in the guidelines for cooperation between these two bodies is

4 that Oey s,,hOuld establish procedures to provide counselors and
).

adirisors with information pertinent to transfer. One would not

4

expect-gpidelines to be procedural in the sense that specific details

of articulation methods would be.given; hoOever, one might expect

to find the guidelines for prompting articulation to be more

profound, or useful, than the one which reads:

The evaluation of transfer courses by four-year institutions should
serve to inform ,the individual student at the time of admission how

far he has advanced toward his degree ol4ective and what residence
and subject requirements must still be met. [29]

It is at this point that the transfer student receives his greatet

disappointment if the evaluation process tells him that he has

a lot of catching up to do. This guideline in no way can be

construed as an aid to articulation. The student should long

23
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before -tbis. time know whit is 'expected of hini at a number of
,

senior coNedes,in the stave.

GUidelifie II Xrom the State Cpuncil is perhaps, .under

.. ,existing conditions 0 VirginIa,i theimost useful-to,the transfer
-. J

\ al V
seudent.. It4s'tatest

. ,t, `...
. .

.

twO7Yedr, college students . should °I* eficcturaged to choose as early
as poisible the four-year institut.Von,Ott program into which, they

_
expect to transfer in order to plan programs which`may -include all
Power-division requirements -of the ;our-year institutions. [29]

ti
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